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Doune the Rabbit Hole’s  
Sustainable Ambition Report: 
 

The Festival Car-Share Scheme 

What is Doune the Rabbit Hole, anyway? 

Doune the Rabbit Hole CIC is a small social enterprise set up to raise funds to give 

free arts education to young and disadvantaged people. We do this through running 

music and arts events throughout the year.  

 

The Doune the Rabbit Hole Festival of Music & Art is by far the biggest event we 

manage, hosting 1000 people over 3 days and nights on the Cardross Estate near 

Port of Menteith. The event prides itself on its family friendly atmosphere as well as 

having an eclectic range of high quality Scottish and international talent. 
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And why did you want to run a car-share scheme?  

 

 

 

It is obvious to anyone who cares to think about it that outdoor music festivals are, 

quite frankly, environmentally disastrous. Diesel generators, chemical toilets and 

rubbish are just a few of the problems. Considering this, a remarkable study in 2009 

by a research group called Julie’s Bicycle (who specialise in assessing the 

environmental impact of the music and entertainment industry) revealed that a 

massive 68% of the Festival sector's total carbon emissions is actually comprised of 

audience travel alone1. This revelation showed us that our attention needed to shift 

slightly from on-site carbon control (which we do quite well) to audience carbon 

control (which we didn’t do much at all). 

Not only this, but we’ve found that the conventional method of running a car-share 

scheme (where the event producer will add a link to an external car-share page) 

doesn’t work so well. We used this method for our event in 2012 when we noticed 

very low uptake from the scheme which was hosted on an external site and feedback 

from our audience suggested it was confusing, impersonal and often even presented 

irrelevant journey options! We felt that devising a new method for hosting an event-

specific car-share scheme was essential. 

 

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.juliesbicycle.com/media/downloads/jb-TravelReport-sm-may09.pdf 
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So, what did you want to do?  

The average number of people travelling by car to festivals in the UK is 2.6 people 

per car so we wanted to better that and achieve a Doune the Rabbit Hole average of 

3 people per car entering the event to lower our carbon footprint. 

TARGET = 3.00 People per Car! 
Our vision was to create our own, personalised car-share page to be hosted and run 

from our website where our customers could engage with one another to find and 

give lifts to the event. Initially we wanted this to take the form of a traditional online 

forum but there were a few issues with this model:  

 Our web designer noted it would be a difficult task to link an interactive map 

into a forum where users could each individually easily plan their journeys 

visually, as most car-share sites do. This would take a skilled programmer a 

lot of time to produce which was beyond our budget. 

 How would we ensure the safety of everyone using the forum? It would take 

quite heavy moderation to ensure that the forum was being used responsibly 

and prevent any form of crime. As a small organisation our resources don’t 

stretch that far. 

 If there aren’t sufficient users to keep a forum going with discussion and 

interaction between members then the forum can fall into total redundancy 

meaning that fewer and fewer people are attracted to use it. Successful 

forums need a large population in order to work well and unfortunately, Doune 

the Rabbit Hole’s site doesn’t quite have the regular traffic to justify it. In 

contrast, Glastonbury (below) have a few different and very busy forums 

online (look how many posts they’ve had since yesterday alone on this one!!!).  
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What did you actually do? 

In the end we came to a compromise. We were able to embed a car-share scheme 

into our website page in the form of a widget. The scheme was linked from an 

external car-share specific website (like the one we used the previous year) but it 

appeared as if it were hosted on our Doune the Rabbit Hole web pages. The idea 

was that this would enable our customers to remain on our website while searching 

for lifts or offering lifts to the event in a simple and easy way, exactly what we had 

hoped for! Or was it? 

The reality was that, as in the previous year, we were left with a product that was 

actually pretty confusing. It wasn’t the slick and simple interface we were hoping for. 

It did “live” on our site which was an improvement, but sadly the same problems of 

the system presenting users with irrelevant journeys still persisted. Also, we found 

that the provider of the car-share service wasn’t the most cooperative in terms of 

fixing the problems that arose – the feeling was that we’re a particularly small client 

and they had many bigger fish to fry. 

This isn’t to say that people didn’t use the scheme. Many people managed to do o 

but we had a lot of emails with queries, complaints and requests for guidance and 

had to spend a lot of time helping people which was not and ideal scenario for our 

small team. 

So, what happened? Did you smash the UK average?! Did 

you reach 3.00 people per car?!  

My my! You’re enthusiastic! 

It’s complicated. It was a success and it wasn’t a success all at the same time. The 

short answer is; “Yes, we did “smash” the UK average but sadly we didn’t 

make our 3.0 target. We reached 2.8 people per car.” 

And it gets even more complicated because our car share scheme wasn’t the only 

thing we did to try and reduce our audience travel’s carbon footprint. Other things we 

did were: 

 Offer free parking if you came in a full car. 

 Ran a shuttle bus from the local station. 

 Widely advertised public transport routes to the site. 

 A healthy ticket discount if you came by bike (our site is really quite remote!). 

This means it can be quite difficult to differentiate and extract precisely how 

successful the car share scheme was. But we do have an idea of the numbers that 

used various forms of transport from our post-event survey. In the following pages 

you can have a look at our pretty charts and our analysis of them. Hopefully, this will 

give you some idea of what happened and where we can improve. 
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As you can see from these two charts, relatively few respondents actually used the 

car share scheme. However, interestingly, large proportions of the sample tried to 

use it to get a lift but were unable to do so AND the largest proportion of people 

actually drove to the event but didn’t offer a lift via car share! 

LESSON 1: Target Car-Share Promotion and Incentives specifically to DRIVERS!  

73% 

11% 

8% 

5% 
3% 

1. How did you travel to the festival? 

Car/Van

Happy Bus (Festival Shuttle)

Public Transport

Bicycle

Taxi

3% 3% 

38% 

16% 

19% 

21% 

2. Did you use the Festival Car Share Scheme? 

Yes, I got a lift

Yes, I gave a lift

No, but  I came in my car

No, I got a lift without it

No, I used other transport

I tried but didn't get a lift
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It’s possible that the large proportion of people who did not answer Q.4 were simply 

bored of the survey by this point (this was actually one of the last questions in the 

survey - we have re-ordered them for this analysis). However, these answers do 

point towards a reward structure, similar to the free parking/full car deal mentioned in 

Q.3 (which was clearly very successful), being a good method to encourage drivers 

to upload their journeys to a car share scheme. 

LESSON 2: Target Car-Share Promotion and Incentives to DRIVERS even MORE!  

41% 

51% 

8% 

3. Did you take advantage of the deal to get free 
parking if you came to the Festival with a full 

car? 

Yes

No

Did Not answer

43% 

11% 
8% 

38% 

4. What would entice you to use car share for 
future Festival travel? 

More lifts from my town

Cheaper lift offers

A reward: Eg Food voucher?
Discount?

Did Not Answer
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This shows us that our fear (which had been developing) that perhaps people just 

aren’t open to car-sharing isn’t necessarily correct and it restores a bit of faith in the 

model. BUT what it doesn’t do (and what none of these questions do) is differentiate 

between people offering and people seeking lifts.  

LESSON 3: DO NOT just market car-share generically – market it to lift givers 

and lift seekers SEPARATELY and evaluate the success of it in these terms 

too!  

What are your thoughts about what you’ll do next? 

We’re currently compiling the festival programme for Doune the Rabbit Hole 2014 

and as soon as that is out of the way we’ll be running another survey to find out 

exactly what car drivers think about car-share schemes. We’ll be asking questions 

on how to get them more involved and engage with people looking for lifts. We’re 

also likely to be looking for a new car-share provider who can offer us a widget from 

which to host the service. The widget aspect of our scheme was a great success but 

sadly we’re not happy with the service provider themselves. 

If you have any questions about our car share scheme please get in touch with 

Jamie Murray by emailing jamie@dounetherabbithole.co.uk. He’s happy to give you 

friendly advice whenever you need it (just not around the last two weeks of August, 

he’ll be a bit busy in a field near Doune around then)! 

76% 

8% 

16% 

Would you use car share in everyday life? 

Yes

No

Didn't answer

mailto:jamie@dounetherabbithole.co.uk

